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FOCUS ON MECHANICS...Bracketing 
 
 
Bracketing is an important concept for we as officials to understand and to 
discuss within our crew.? Bracketing refers to which official is currently 
responsible for the ball carrier and when do other officials on the crew 
accept the responsibility for the ball carrier.? Every play begins with the 
Referee being responsible for the ball carrier.? The referee continues with 
this responsibility until the ball carrier passes the next official, be it 
the umpire up the middle or the wings on the perimeter.? Until this point 
the ball carrier is "bracketed" between the wing official or umpire and the 
Referee.? This means the wings and umpire are looking at key blocks in front 
of the ball carrier and continue to do so until they "accept" the ball 
carrier as he passes them in his run.? The concept is simple.? We don't want 
five sets of eyes on the ball carrier and none on the critical blocks being 
throw ahead of him.? We see this happen on video all the time.? We see wing 
officials immediately back into the backfield on sweeps while watching the 
runner and miss the "crack" the wide receiver delivered to the linebacker.? 
We see wings focusing on the passer and never seeing what happens to their 
key receivers on their routes.? We see linebacker being illegally "cut" 
right under the umpires nose as he watches the tail back who is not yet to 
the LOS. 
 
Once the Referee gives up the ball carrier he goes into "clean up" mode.? 
This concept doesn't mean that the responsible official can't "look off" the 
ball carrier when he is not threatened to see important blocks as well.? It 
also doesn't mean that officials officiate in a vacuum either.? As a wing if 
while observing blocks I sense that that closure is about to occur on the 
ball carrier I can and I want to observe the tackle.? We want more than one 
set of eyes on the tackle if possible.? In addition in a perfect world the 
Back Judge doesn't accept the ball carrier until he crosses the goal line.? 
He is often observing blocks behind the runner. 
 



Sometimes the wings or umpire never accepts the ball carrier if the play 
doesn't go anywhere.? I prefer that the wings don't accept the ball carrier 
until he reaches the LOS assuming we had a normal down and distance 
situation.? Also if there are no blocks ahead of the ball carrier to be 
observed then the wings can accept him earlier.? This often happens on pass 
plays. 
 
"Bracketing" is easier talked about than put in practice.? But, it is one of 
the important officiating skills that take us from being a fan on the field 
to a football official. 
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